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About This Game

Welcome to MinigolfPark VR! In MinigolfPark VR you will experience playing minigolf in virtual reality on a variety of
courses. No need for power meters and swing indicators. The motion controls provide a realistic experience and immersion.

Currently the game features two courses with 18 holes each. The classic course will provide you with a relaxed and fun
experience while the space course will challenge you with different gadgets like ufos, lasers, gravity planets and wormholes. A

multiplayer mode to play with your friends is planned to be included in a later update.
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I just recently reviewed the point-and-click game The Wardrobe and don't want to have to rewrite a lot of the same details for 
Darkestville Castle, so the short version is that I prefer the puzzle design to be logical first and foremost for these types of
games.

While this game definitely has a few confusing puzzles, it's overall a lot more manageable and understandable. When a character
needs something, they'll say it. And usually you'll find out that another character has it and wants something else, so on and so
forth. But at least it's generally interconnected and you work backwards to some starting point. Unlike some games where you
have to make an utter guess of what you're supposed to do.

Darkestville Castle has quite a lot of dialogue and interaction, which is a plus for me, because it gives more details about the
funny world, and also helps make some of the goals a bit clearer. The main character, Cid, is pretty snarky and yet bearable, and
most of the characters you meet are funny, which is ideally something critical for games of this style.

Thus, I'd say this game was in a better group of point-and-click games I have tried out. It's not necessarily in the best, but it's
pretty good overall and worth a try.. To be honest, Painkiller: Resurrection is more like a "decline" than a "resurrection" of the
franchise.

On the surface it looks really similar to its predecessors but after playing the first level you realise how Homegrown Games
Studios got it all wrong.

PROS:
+same good old action, gore and physics
+3 endings
+comic book style cutscenes

CONS:
-long loading time
-only 6 levels
-inconsistent art design (low-res and missing textures)
-confusing level design
-unhelpful objective marker
-bad story and predictable plot twist
-horrendous french dubbing
-only 6 weapons
-same old enemies

Overall, Painkiller: Resurrection is nothing but a total let down. Since People Can Fly Studios lost the rights to the franchise, the
franchise has sunk deep into hell.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Z8q7KxDxVp8

Rating:
4.0 \/ 10. Tumblr simulator 2K17 10\/10 would go full retard again. Short version: A cool glass of lemonade on a scorching day.
It doesn't last long but it's refreshing.

I would have no problems seeing an entire novel written on the premise of this game.
It's a pleasant slice-of-life adventure fiction, two quality hours with a New Game plus mode
that adds bonus features.

The gameplay is interesting but not deep, which fits within the context of using the time
available in your week of game time wisely.

Try it out.. pretty fun game, i actually like it. i just hope more "phone" game comes to Steam (as long there's no PAY2WIN
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stuff). This game feels disgustingly incomplete, and boredom is all too quick to settle in when playing for extended periods of
time,
as you just wait, and wait, and wait for the challenge, grinding away at trying to get everything the game arbitrarily locks away,
such as the challenges, or the characters behind their wave-defense mode.

The music may as well be royalty free and I would remember it no more.
Prepare for such classics as rock tune number whatever as you destroy waves upon waves of braindead robots while
running into their faces to ensure you don't run out of ammo for your current tier of gun.

Just play anything but this. Such as Smash TV.. Nice "pocket" 4x game. Pure resource and reseach management. Perfect for
"one evening session". Very good ship design and AI system (really best i seen, but i do not seen many).. Biggest waste of
money ever. Don't buy. Instead invest your time in writing an angry letter to the devs telling them that this abortion of a game
should never have been releeased and they should switch careers
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I remember buying this on a steam sale years ago looking for something 5p0oky for halloween and it has to be one of my
favorite games. I've never been a fan of point and clicks and the controls and navigation for Scratches is
pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor but the story and the atmosphere are what drive this game and get my full
recommendations. What starts as a slow development into the mystery slowly unravels into an incredible interesting and
engaging experience. By the end of the game I was puzzled still with so many questions until I started piecing it all together with
all that I now knew everything had fallen into place. A story that only gives itself away if your willing to pay attention to the
details.. (Updated Review)
This is a nice little game available in the Unity Store made by someone else (as recently pointed out by Mike Zwo - Oculus
Rift). It has some flaws and first I gave it a thumbs up nonetheless since I actually enjoyed the game after I worked out how to
avoid the flaws. Many small titles published for VR have some bugs or limitations on release and get fixed\/expanded soon and I
wanted to point out the positive. However since reviews are also recommendations I'm giving it a thumbs down as I can't
recommend anybody to buy this. Here are more detailes:

Pros:
- Graphics are nice
- Music is nice
- Control is easy: you only control the direction the eagle flies (see below under Con), no other actions necessary
- Three game modes: Exploration (find checkpoints), Search (find blue feathers) and Race (against two AI eagles)

Cons:
- Control is using your gaze: You steer the eagle by looking into the direction you want the bird to fly. While this was very
common with the Occulus, for me as a Vive user I would prefere any other scheme since my neck simply is not the best way to
steer the movement.
- The game crashes after each single event. If you don't fly through the exit-loop (which exits the game cleanly) after an event
but choose to start another event the game crashes and shows a crash box on the desktop which needs to be clicked using the
mouse (or emulated mouse pointer with the vive controller).
- The area\/landscape is rather small.
- First I started the game with the vive controllers inactive and the game was spinning uncontrollable (if you can't remove your
headset fast enough this will cause some serious issues with your stomach...)

Conclusion: Most of my playtime was in the "search" event and finding all the feathers really required some efforts, but I
enjoyed it. This is a small game and it is nice for some relaxing time and to show it off to friends and family (if they can stand
such kind of movement as seen in the video of the game's shop page).. This game has a unique game mechanic I've never seen
used before and is just overall really awesome to use. My only complaints with the game so far is the movement can feel slow at
times and you dont have much control over your jumps, for example in a Megaman game you can control the height of your
jumps and such, here if you even lightly tap Z, your character goes flying all the way up into some traps. Overall I would highly
reccomned this game as its a nice cheap, colorful, and fun game! Also the music is very catchy :P . I just hope a patch is
implemented soon to make running and jumping smoother soon! (Especially since you get a rank based on your time in the
game.). It's quite hard if u got the controll., if didn't get the controll, it will be brutally hard.
Fun and Engaging one.. Go for it... It took me about 3 hours to finish this game , pretty short , but definitelty appropriate for its
way of playing , annoied if any longer in my perspective . Beyond the story line , you can download maps from in-game
community ,which has a good chance to level up its game experience , though I didn't try it . For me , it is not a great game , nor
worthy of 9.99 USD. But if you bought it at a lower price and just try to have it for fun in a short period , then it isn't a bad
choice. If you are looking for a good game , I don'k think it is the one.
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